SECTION 10 11 13.13 – FIXED MARKER BOARDS

PART 1: GENERAL

1.01 Scope of Standard

A. This standard provides general guidance concerning the specific preferences of Texas State University-San Marcos for chalk and marker writing surfaces and mounting surfaces of various materials; includes framing systems and accessories and manual and motor-operated units with integral projection screens.

B. Texas State University-San Marcos recognizes that project conditions and requirements vary, thus precluding the absolute adherence to the items identified herein in all cases. However, unless there is adequate written justification, it is expected that these guidelines will govern the design and specifications for Texas State University-San Marcos projects.

1.02 Design Guidelines

A. All White boards – 4’ high 3/flat porcelain on steel surfaces, with aluminum trim and tray, concealed spline connections, set trays at 36” AFF, and provide 25-year warranty against surface defects, shadowing after erasing, etc.

B. Do not place whiteboards behind technology podium area where podium will block view of chalkboard from student seating positions.

C. ITS does not recommend traditional chalkboards in rooms with electronics which rely on intake/exhaust fans or filter mediums for cooling. Chalk silica has a proven damaging effect on open electronics and reduces the life expectancy of projectors, and computers. It is also very difficult to clean from monitor screens and keyboards.

D. Surface: All white board maker surfaces shall be “Claridge magnetic porcelain” or equal.

E. Trim shall be aluminum, dark bronze anodized finish, with a tackable strip full length at the top.

F. Contractor to provide manufacturer’s written cleaning and maintenance instructions as part of pre-substantial completion closeout documentation.
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PART 2: PRODUCTS (NOT USED)
PART 3: EXECUTION (NOT USED)
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